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ABSTRACT .

Using two comvlimentaty data sets, the-NatiOnal
Longitudinal Study of the .High school Cias of 1972 an4 the Stuly.of
Academic Prediction and Growth, the convenn'al interOetatioti of

t.educational plans as motives and thus determinants of educational
attainment is questioned'. It was found that when questioned about

their'educational loans.: (1) a.v many as#'20 perce;t of you;th.uRply
extemporanequS responS'es.: .(2.) riinother.20 percent rep6rt gOals Df
quite ri.4.-;ent formulation: and (3) the.4mainder rePort,long-term
commitments (of at least 4wo to five.,years). the\last are.sco
iong-sthnding as to make suspect the causal orleilhq used'in most.
models of adolescent atta:l.nmert. That is,such plant are not propelly
considered as the products of high school experiences. It is alrio

documented that senlr yeAr measurescof educational goals ape oftenl ,
guite contaminated by pr knowledge of one's .actual prospects for
college. Finally, the analyseT. make ,,uspect the assumption that
educational plans reflect exclusively, or even primarily, underlying
motivatLon or achievement orientation. "27his fliniing makes it

.difficult to sustain the cus*.ornal7 irterpre*altion of the.influeaces
of'stuient "plans." (AutJlor/MSP)
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Introductory Statement

The Center for Social Organization of Schools has two primary '

objectives.: to develop a scientific knowledge of.how schofls affect

their students, and to use this knowledge to develop better scharl

practices and organizot.ton.\-

The Center worksthrorgh four programs .to.achieve..its objectives.

The Po-Hey Studies in Scliool D2segregation progrm applies the basic

thebries of social organization.of schools 64 stud; the internal con-

k
ditions of desegregated schools the'feasibility of,alternative,desegre-

gation polic)(s, and the interrelation.of school desegregation with other

equity issues.such as housing and jobdesegregation. 1j1ie Sthbol'Organiza-

tion program is currently concerned with authOrity-control structures;

task structures, reward systems: and peer group processes in schools.

It has produced a large-scale study of the e'ottcts of open schools has

N

deve1opdh4Student Tei0erfarning InstruCtionalloroceSses'for teaching

various subjects in elementary and secondary schools, and has ptbdcted

a computerized system for school,-wide atteadance monitoring.' fhe School

Process 4nd Career Development program is.studying transitions frOm high

school to post secondary institutions and the role of schooling in the

development of career plans and the.actualization of labor markeit out-

,
comes: The Studies in Deliquency-and School Enviunments program is

.examining the interaction of school environments, school experiences,

'Hand individual characterAtics in relation to in-school and laterLlife
,

deliquency.
(

This report, prepared by the khool Process and Career Development

Program, questions the conventional' interp,etation 'of educational plans

as Aterminants of educational attainment.
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ABSTRACT

4' a

Employing.two complementary data sets, the National Longitudinal Study of

the High School Class of 1972 and the.Study of Academic Precliction and Growth,

we question the conventional interpretation of educational plans as motives,

and thereby rs determinants of educational attainment. We,find that when

questioned about their educational plans: (1) perhaps as many as 20 percent of
,

youth supply extemporaneous responses; (2) another 20 percentraort goals of-
.

, quite recent formlation; and (3) the remainder report long term-commitments (at

leasb 2-5 year9. The last are so longstanding as to make stispect the causal
s

ordering employed in most models of adolescent attainment. That ts, such plans

are not properly conidered as the products of high scho61 experiences. We also

documeq\that senior year measUres of educational goals often are quite contami-

naTed by prior knowledge of one's actual prospects for college. 'Finally, our

anlyses make suspect the assumptions, first, that educatinal plan§ are.homogen'eous
,

id thein information acrosS students and a.ssessments and, secord, that they reflect

exclusively, or even primarily, underlying motivation or adievement orientatiOn.

Without these assumptions, it is.difficult to sustain the customary'interoretatton

of planS' "influences."
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The. Motivational Relevance 6? Educational Plans:
4(b

Questioning .tige Conventional !isdom

-`7

The relgvance of m6tivations fdr att4i.nments has been a longstanding
- 6

interest aMont social-psychologically orieqted students of sti'atifi6ati-on..-

(Crockett, 1962, 1966; Lipsot and Bendix, 1959; Simpson,1962). In recent,
r ,

years, the work of Sewell.and Ids various colleagues (Sewell, Haller and

Ohlendor'f?"1970;')Sewell,,Haller and,Portes, 1969; Sewell and Hauser, 1975,...
. ,.,

. A
.

...'.1 has afforded a cogent
,

organization of these concerns% :within their ,framework

(the so-called "Wisconsin" moctel,, goal-orientations, specificallY educational

'plans and occupational aspirations, constitute importart resources for statusci.

attainment, and numerouS studies Piave demonstrated their potency.b.gth as medi-
,

ators of the influences of background characteristics and prior educational .

A

experiences and as independent determinants of attainment outcomes (for rele-

)3 P,

vant comments and review, see Kerckhoffy 1976; Shea, 19,X; Spenner, Féaitherman,

1978). Such.research has aMassed-impressive evidPnce for the importande of ,

goal-orientations in status attainment.

As plausible as Oese conclusions might seem, however, there is gooeVea'Son

not to accept them uncritically, for fhese evaluations of the:attainment ?fele-

vanceof motives actually are distressingly crude. Typically, the predictability

of outhomes (e.g., educational level) from declared inteelons (e.g.,.educationtal

plans) Wnterpreted, netof other pertinent variables, as the extent to which

,goals impe one toward,attainmentS.

Clearly; however, expressions of intent or expectatiWmight be dictated

/
by many cons'iderations, and in the extreme case might bear little re/at4onship

to students' underlying ambitions (Kerckhoff, 1976). slIv could, for examplo,

,
Tr
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be but'vague preferences, flights of fancy conjurred u oh the spur of the

moment, merely reports of a foi-egone conclusion known pribtically since birth,

or realistic a0praisals of the likely course of events. The last of hese

might be especially likely when expectations are measured, as is,guite common,

close to some mportant educational transition, at n,the senior year of high

school. As informed observers of the circumstanCes in which they'find them-
_

selves, youth by this time appreciate reasonably well their actual prospects

for col1e4e attendance-(Kerckhoff, 1977). However mseful eleir'being able to

forecast their educational and labor market fortune's might be; Ihe 6recast %

....itself might bear litpe more responsibIlity for,what evendiates than does the

meteorologist's anticipation of fair or foul weather.

%%Even the best of status 'attainment research is,suspect along\these Tines.
\

4
Consider, for example, Duncan,'. Featherman and Duncan's (1972) chapter on

. "Aspiration,sand'Motives." 'It is commendable that they at least acknowledge
\

these difficulties"wip plans information, being one of the few stuOes in

this literatureto.do to, but their own empirical exercilet hardly iMprove

upon what they idelaiiily elsewhere as 'naive analysis" P. 140. ,Although their
4

, models distinguislf.thesconceptually interesting, bdt unobserved, variable

0 "motivatton" froWthe data on plans and aspirations that are used to index it,

what might not be apparent in the complexity of their analysis is that their

conclusions about motiies actually are conclusions about plans and aspirationt,

but in another_guise (Burt, 1973).

the primary determinants of plans.

.1

Their procedurLs assume that.motives are

If this is mistaken; so too. are thefr sub-

\

stantive conclusions. In this light, tne "elusiveness" of their pursuit takes
,

4(

I
on a somewhat different c nnotation (Duncan, Featherman arld Duncan, 1972: 163):

,

;9

coa
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"Perhaps enough has been said to suggest that there is

no intintion here of making a contribution to the theory of /

motivation. The much more modest goal 'of making some

. ,

plausible assessment of how- motivation may influence achieve-

ment is eluSive enough."

Their modeling exercises actually are heavily laden with theorp, if only

implicit1,5, so. Since the'data themselves w'ri't reveal whether-it

/

fis "mo'tiva-
t

,

tion'that.inflikiences,achievemeni in thei/e/analysi't, it is unclear exactly how
..

, /.
. ./.

,

even -their "modest" goal kah beaccomplished, 9r cectainly its sikcess asse§ed,

1 7

without a more secure grounding in the sort of conceptual clarification that
I, . /. .

they foreswe.ar (Duncan, Featherman and Duncan, 106-7). What,' ihen, are the

other possIbilities that migh4Pbe refliected in ctatemen.ts of'
/

tudents plans? .

. . / ,;..,
,

'We actually have very.little guidance from the available thrretical :literature,

but Several pertinent themes dan be cdPed from a widely'seattered material en
I

/

0. .

vocational development and career aspirations. These all atand apart froM the
a

l

.! .

conventional interpretation of plans as motives.
. 1

In evaluating the likelihood that the nursing students they stud':ed would-

, actually coffplete their program of -_,tudy,.Katz and Martin (1962) found that

those who had decided upon.this career at a young age (before 16) and had thought
ft.

seNously about it even earlier(before.age 10) lidd a much Ogher success rtte

than those who came upon their "commitment" much later. They uggest that

longstanding plans, grOunded in a history o..f relevant socialization, may be

fundamentally different from similar expressions with for lesa secure founda-

tions, with the former reflecting a subjective'career commitment and the latter

being but situatiohally specific and thus hi#ly volatile. Accepting this dis-

tinction, it is but a short.step to the possibility that many youth may-be

7
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lacking in intention's of dith*r sort. Again:there are suggestions in the ,

literaOre to this effect.

ttsilh ;ocational aevelopment resedrch, for ex'ample, indicates that the

occupational aspiratiOns,-of high school seniors are prone to be unrealistic
,

. .

and fantasy-based (Gribbons and Lohnes, 1968). On the basis of such evidence,.

P
Jordaan (1974) has concluded that barely halfthe.research population ofIthe

. well-known Carebr Development Study even were engaging in,' much less atcomplish-
*

ing, age appropriate developmental tas.ks of...the sort'anticipated fn theories of
,

vocatiOnal development. 'Similarly, Hilton found (1971:42) that as many as

twenty-five percent of eleventh gt4aders from.the ETS Project used 'in this re-

port had not even seriously considered,their vocational careers.1:

it also has been suggested, as a,final consideration, that some.ambitione
,

might asreadfly be the consecNences of career outcoMes as their precursors,:

.RobertIl (1968) has'argued this perspective forcefully. Rejecting the traditional

eMphasis on mOtivations in the career development literature, Me concludes that

"Ambitfons are anticipations of the direction that careers are.going to take.

They are productS of occupations ihat individuals,are in the'process of entering

..

-,ther than determinants of the patterns hat careers take (our emphasis)." In

his persp.ective, aspiration.s are nothinll more than thesubjective representation

of the oppOrtunity structure thatdictates t'he course youths' tareers'will follow.

. These perspectives on Career int6tions may also apply to educational plans.

Longstanding plans may reflect-greater commitment-and motivation than those of

shorter duration, although even here the "plans as motives" interpretation is.

. not entirely secure. For example, students who have apected to go to college

since eamly in their,academic,careers may 'simply be reflecting the realities of

their favored socioeconoMiCcircumstances rather than any internaied drive toward

1

NOL'
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high attainments. This necessary caveat aside, however, attributing motivational

relevince to longstanding plans probably.is, at least in general, More reasonable

,

than doing so'to all plans indiscriminately or to intentions which have yet to

stand,the test of time.

. 'The extent of prior knowledge regarding the likely Course of events Also

may be relevan tO the meaning of "plans," in this instance distinguishing simply,

factual;reports from indicators of underlying dispositions. This particular un-'

.9,

easiness regarding data on educational expectation's at least has been acknOwledged

in the sUbstaptive literature (eaader, Eckland anCGriffin, 1975),'but its

implicattons have yet to be fully developed.

Finally, here too we perhaps need be more sensitive to the ways in which

414
our procedures structure what our research seems to reveal about the world. .In.

,

asking about educatibnal or occupational plans and.receivipg respontes within the

framework provided, we run the'risk of attributing much gre "significance to

A

those answers than they hold for the respondents themselves The career develop-

ment'literature cited earlier indiCafes that many youth,' even as late as,fhe senior

year of high schod41, are woefully ignorant of the world of work.and have reflected

but sparingly, if at all,'on their long-term academic and career interests.

AnsWers given merely to fulfill the implicit/ ocial contraCt of the tesearch

situation could well be virtua.11y devoid of meaningful content,, bill mistakenly
#'

would be accorded motivational relevance commensurate to that of even the most'

longstanding iud intense ambftions.

The .stated intentions uf any piicticular student could, of course, be determined

exclusively by any one' of these possibilities, by some combinatio6 of all of them,

or even by some other considerations altogether, for this is by no means an exhads-

tive accounting. Each., howeve6 at least is plausible and, Unfortunately, pot

.o.OrVAM10441,
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distinguishable from theothers on the basis of the simple responses elicited

in tha.typical survey reS'earch .situation. Thcanalyses that follow admittedly

r

ane far from..concThsive, yet in our estimation, they at least make suspect the

assumptions impVcit in moSt applications of such plans data:

1. ,That plans reflact exclusively, r even primarily, motivational

dispositions or aaieyement orientations;

2. that they c16 so similarly across all students;

3. that they do sb similarly throughout.thecschool years.'

METHOD

Two data .sets are.used in these.analyses. The Educational Testing Service's

Academic Growth Study (ETS). provides information on edutational plans measured

in the seventh, ninth, eleventh and twelfth -wades and college application,and

admissions statuses At the tOme of the senior year survy. The National Longi-

..

tudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 OILS) has available comparable

senior year data, as well as actual college enrollment information uP,to three

years after high school graduation. Thus, these two data sets complement one

another, with L., ETS file providing pre-senior year, data and the NL project

including a valuable post-high school forlow-up.

The NLS Data Set

\`- The National Longitudinal Stjudy (NLS) of the High School Class of 1972 is

an on-going project sponSored by.the National Center for Educatic,--11-7Statistics.

114e present report uses basp-year and first- and second-wave follow-up data from

the
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The NLS employed a fwb-stage probability sample with schoos as first stage

sampling units and students as second stage units. A maximum of eijhteen students,

randomly seleCted, was sur'veyed within each school. The base-year questionnaire

and a 69-mWute test battery were administered in the spring of 1972 to

16,683 seniors, whb wve enrolled in 1,070.public, private and church affiliated

secondary schools throughout thelinited, States. Schools that were located inlow

income areas or that had a high proportion of minority student enrollment were

sampled\at approximately twite the.normal sampling rate in orXer to obtain an

adequate representation of minority students.
t

The first follow-up survey waS conjucted between October_1973 and.April

1974, Of the sdniors who'had participated in the base-year survey, 94 percent

comPieted the first 'fallbw-up questionnaire. A second follow-up was conducted

in the fall of 1)4 with a.similarly hi;h sutcess rate. The sample used in this

1

report is limited tb black ar,id white respondents, with our maximum effective

case.base being approximately.14,600. The differing sampl,'sizes reported in

our tables reflect attrition due fo missing data on the item used in particular

analyses, with the educational plans variable itself being a major cauc..e of suL:J.1

case loss.

Educational Attainment is measUred as a dichotomy reflecting whether or not

the,ropondent attended a iwo or four year colltge or university, full- or part-
.

time, at any time during the period covered by t

October of 1974),2

two-follow-up surveys,(through

aucational Plans is measured with an item from the senior year survey asking

the Oghest level of educatibn the respondent planned to obtain. The six response
/

'options (ranging from "less than high school graduation" to "go to a graduate or

profe,sional school after college") were collapsed to parallel the "college" "no.



college" dichotomy of the attainment measOre. Although this coding does not

exploit the full range of information availabl c! in tne original item,luch

dichotorly Is convenient for cross-tabular comparisons and It corresponds 0

the coding of our attairment criterion.

Duration of Plans is measured retrospectiveSt fromra single item in the

senior questionnaire worded as follows, "When did you first decide ,whether

you would go to college or not?" The five response opt4ons avaIlable wee com-

bineo into four for analysis: 1) 19fore the 10th grade; 2) in the 10th or llth

grade; 3) in the12th grade; 4) still undecided. Many. students respo4ded "un-

decided" here but,nevertheless provided a codable fe&ponse on,the plars_item.

itself (for which there was no "undecided' option). We later will separate ouct

this group as one whase "educational expectations" lyliave.little substantive

import.

.1

Senior Year Applidati'on and Acceptance Statuses also were measured with

items from the base-year survey.. The first pskea "Have you appiied for admis--

sion to any college or university? ; the second, "Have you been aftepted by any

college or universqy?", Response oPtions again were dichotomized, here to

refi ct."yes" (coded i) ,and "no" (coded 0) distinctions. Additionally, many

reSpondents were directed,around this enti.re series of items based on an earlter

routiqg question regarding thei'r anticipated primary,time'commitment in the year

after'leaving,h4gh school. Students directed arobnd the section on postsecondarY

schocOidg were ass/limed not to have applied to college and hence were assigned scores

of zero On ttAese measurses-of application 'gnd acceptance status..

I'Our cross-tabular analyses focus'-on the variables just descrited. We also

report 'Some regression analyses which inc1(4de arell the following measures,'
t

--

all obtained from the senior survey', unless no otherwise:,
,

)

I



Race, with blacks coded "1" w.d whites "0";

.Motheqs and Father s Education, scaled in years;

Eatheih's 'Occupation, scored irk the metric of,Duncan's SEI;

Acquisition Index, the simple sum of 10 houehold possessions:;

Sex' with women coded "1", znd men 11 0 11

Aptitude, a/summated compds.jte of stt,,, 'rd scores from four of the
,

(4ix subtests

i'f4tt.

NLS test battery;

l
Curricufum Enrollment, 'scored as a "collegq.preparatory" ("1")

1 "non-college_preparator? ("0") dichotomyt

Itth infor'hmation from school records when

available, otherwise from student reports.,

Most,of these'variables are desckilaed thore completely in,Thomas, Alexalidei- and .

Eckland (1979).

The ETS Data Set.'

;

The data employed; 6re are from a subset of the sample included in the SLudy

Oa,

of Academic NTdiction and trowth conducted by the Educational'Testing Service .

(see Alexander, Cook, vld Mc6ill, 1978; and.Hilton, 1971, for,a description of

the sampling prOcedures). Studer-its included in,the present analysis come %from

ten comprehensive (as opposed to vocatioul) high schoos in three large urban

school districts across the United States where they were seniors in\19 8-1969.

The ETS design entailed a 'series, of repeated crws-sectional surveys 3f fifth,

gr

seventh, ninth., eleventh, and twelfth graders in alternate F.:art from 1961 through.

1969. Those students present across waves of data 'collection cah be stucliie as
)

panel. At different points in the avlysis we will employ port4ons of (1) the

seventh through twelfth grade panel; 2) the eleventh through twelfth ?rade panel,

and (3) the twelfth grade Cross-sectional sample. Again, students witmissing



, 10

.,, ,
. ,

data on vaqiables requined for a particular analysis are excluded from that
1,
v\

analysis.

Educational Plans in the seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades were obtained

from questionnaires administered in the falls of 1963, 19,6$, and 1967, respec-
,

d

tively. Senior year plans were obtained ei,ther in January or February of 1969.

Seventh and ninth "grade plans were coded into three categories: college; nori

college; undecided. An "undecided",optfon was not available to students on the

junior and senior\year instruments (1=co1lege; 0=other). Fdr students present
,

in all four waves of datacollection a measurelof the DutaIjon of their educa-

44

tional goals was constructed, working.Nckwaeds from the twelfth grade: (4)
.

r

students who gave the same response (either college or non-ollege gbals) in

all four waves (7th, 9t, llth, and 12th grades); (3) those whose responses in

the Last three waves were consistent but different from that given in the ,seventh
l'

grade; (2) those whose junior asiad senior ,goa4s agreed but were different from
))

, 'thoseheld in the ninth grade; and (1) those whose plans in the senlor'and junior
.

,

*t

years differed. The "undecided" option in the seventh and ninth 'grades wa con-

sidered inconsistent with either college or non-college goals. Students With 4

missing dataLon any of the educational. plans questions were not assignedAtiration

values.

Application and Acceptance Statuses in the twelfth grade are dichotomous

variables tonstructed from a single item on the senior questionnaire: "What is

the present status of your plans?" Students were asked to respond to this item

only if they pl'anne to attend college. 'Three response options were available:
."

(1) I have'been accepted by at least one college; (2) I have applied for admission

but hav2 not as yet been acceptd by a college; (3) I have not as yet applied for

adMiSsion. A student received a "1" on application status if s/he answered either
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Or%

"2' or "1" to this iteffi, ptherwise (a-scOre of

t 4 /

11

non-response),s/he received

-a zero. Sir-rilarly, a student was scored as having "1" on acceptance status only

if s/he responded "1" on theiltem, otilerwal'a value of zero was assigned.

Additional variables employed in regressions are:

Mother's and Father's,Education, scaled in years;

Father's 1%cupation, coded into the SEI metric from an Edwards type census
,A

classificatdon;

Acquisitiori Index, the total number of rooms in the respondent's home;

Race, with \blacks coded "1"and nonrblacks "0";

Sex; with women coded "1" and men 11011;

APtitude, Composite score_on ETS'.6choorand College Allyilitiesi-est battery,

vadMi,nistered during the junior year of high school;
(:)

Curriculum, obtained fromhstudent 'reports, with "college preparatory":coded
4

."I" ,and all other trackS "0.h

RESULTS

The ETS and. NLS senior year surveys both included items as,king whether the

respondent had yet applied to.ani/ college and, if so, whether s/he had yet been

,accepted4 ince the NtS fieldwork was &miducted later in the academic year than

was that for the ETS praject (Aprfl, May and June as opposed to January and Feb-

.ruary), it should not be surprising ti'lat higher percentages of NLS, respondents

replied positively,,,tu both. These figures are presented in Table 1. Overall,

SOW 47 percent_of the.NLS respondents 'had apptied to college by the time of

the senior year survey, and 41 percent had already been accepted.
3

The cor-
,,,

t

,..sr responding ETS percentages, though lower, also are far from negligible

*
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Table 1 About Here
* '

,

44

./.

,

Even more.impressive are the figures for the college-oriented stildents. in

_

these two sathples. About sixty-two and sixty-six percent of the NLS c.nd ETS

students respectively indicated that they plannell to `attend college. Of these

NLS stucents, some 73 percent had already applied and 64 percent already been

accepted! Again, the ETS figure are lower/ but still appreciable. Without

doubt, of course, many students apply:to and, as a consequence, are alcepted

into college becaus, they are highly motivated to"do so, but for many others

such reported expectations may Ferely be,statements of fact. With only the re-

:
ports themselves available, these two meanings cannot be distinguished. Hence,

we have here another demonstration.that such reports.may reflect simply.either

realism or resignation rather than ambitIon (Kerckhoff, 1977).

.The ETS and NLS data also allow us to consider whether longstanding eddca-

tional intentions differ in important respects'from those of shorter duratign.
4

.The literature on cireer aspirations reviewed earlier suggests thatlongstanding

goals may reflect greater commitment and hence have greater motivational relevance.

1. Table 2 About Here --

Table 2 identifies when students' educational plans crystallized over their

school careers. ,In the NLS,,survey these data"on the duratibn of plans are measured

retrospectively, while in the ETS project.they are determined directly from re-
\

peated survey administration . At least in this instance, then, the latter

\probably should be accorded greater. credence.4

For most students, eductional intentions are Adeed longstanding. For some .

forcy percent of the NLS,respondents, these extend'ba\ck pri_9r to the tenth grade,.

In the ETS data just over half the respondents ar:e found to have held their plans

since the seventh grade. A,somewhat different mode of preser;Itation suggests the

1,4

6
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geperal correspondence between these distributions. If the NLS figures are re-
,

acalculated for only those who provided substantfve responses (that is, excludiiu

the 2646 "undecideds"), and categories are combined so that the grad4 compaOsons

are'the same, we find that twe'nty-four percent of the NLS youth claim to have

,r..ome upon their college rans during the twelfth grade, whtle seventy-seven per-

cent did so earlier. In the.E1S data the corresponding percentages are 'twenty

and eighty'.
J114.

,Thus, both data sources are in-agreement that the educational intentions of

most youth firm up before the senior year, of high school, and in many:instances

well before. On the.oth4r hand, a minority of youth do not conclude their educa-

tional planning much before the end of high sChool forces it upon them. The

NLS data, im fact, suggest that even at this late date a good many students re-

main uncertain eegardi6g their educationa futUres.

It thus becomes important to know whether college intentions so different in

this regard also differ their empirical character. If the concerns developed

earlier regarditig the possible diversily of meanings reflected in stated plans

are at all warf.antedi then we would expect plans of longer duration to bn more

strongly rellited, to behaviors aimed at their enactment and to,eventual'attainment

levels. We also 'suspect that the:educational goals reported by students who on

an earlier item indicated they were uncertain regardiWg their intentions are especially

lacking in substantive meaning. Hence, these should have little bearing on attain-

menfs. Table'3 arld 4 test out these possibilities, first through cross-tabular

analysis and then in a regression framework.6

-- Table 3 About Here --

Tabb? 3 reports tfte percentages of studer,ts having appli.d to college, having been

.accepted into college, and act.Jally h6ting attended col)-ege, classitied'Acording



to their senior*ear p'ans and the longeiity of those plans. Aside ft.om ihe

generally higher percentages.for the NLS comparisons, which are anticipated

owing to that project's later fieldiork, the ETS and NLS patterns again 'are

quite similar% Both reveal a marked decrease in the percentages of college

oriented students who undertake to gain admission, successfullylo io, and.

,T

in the NLS, actually attend college as we progress from longstapding plans to

those of more recent origin. While S decision rift to attend college appears

to be fairl9 binding regardless of the timing of that de'cision, the same can.

hardly We said of the deision to at/end.

Thelast row of Table 3, for example, suggests that the influence of

"plans" on attainments differs markedly depending upon what "kinds" of plans

are Lt issue. Longstanding goals foi..collge a;le quite likelly to be trans-

lated into actual attendance. 'On the other hand, more recently formulated
%

plans fare considerably pyorer in forecastUg college attendance, perhaps

surprisingly so tince they art developed nearer to this transition. In fact,

thel'e is almost a thirty percentage point difference in'college attendance com-

paring twelfth grade college planners with students who have intended to.go to

college since before the tenth grade. Thus, students'whose judgements are

swayed by short-term sitUational cues appear to be both less strongly wedded .

to their educational goals and less adept in interpreting, the circumr;tances

that bear upon them.

Finally, the data from youth who answered on one quesjon that they still were

uncertain regarding their college plans but,who nevertheless responded to a second

regarding their educational expectation., are.especially lacking in predictive rower.

Of these students who indicated it was their intention to go to college,
6

fewer

than half actually do so at any time during the first three,years after high

'school graduation. This s almost twenty percentage points less than for any
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other group of "college.plavers.;_.These are substantial differences, and ones.

which would be comp1et0 unrecognized in'conventional analyses of Students!

plans.7
of

.Table 4 About Here --

A quite similar'pattern is obtained when [flans are considered"Within a
)

regres 'on framework Ot the sort common to status attainment research. Here
k

we use only the NLS data, since the ETS prOject provided no inforMation on the
1

'post-high school educational experiences of Ats sample. These reSults are pre-

sented i Table 4, the first panel of which pertains to the full sample. Under

other circumstances, thit first analysis well mi4ht have been presqnted for its

substantive implicejons,,-and thee seemingly provide strong support for the imz

portance of motives for attainments), The,equatio includes measures of students'

socioeconomic origins, race, sex,.dcadirmic aptit e, curriculum placeme'nt.and,

lastly, educational plans as predicto6 of collipe attendance, not unlike many

studies in this tradltion. In this first estiMation, the standardized plans
\

coefficieneis more than twice that Of its nearest rival, curricufummembership

(parallel equations for application and acceptance statuses for both thP NLS and

ETS respondents were estimated but are not presented. Mese, in general, corres-
aw

pond quite clOSely thrOughout to4tpe results fon actual attendance).

The results for ybuth with longstanding plans (i.e:, the second and third

- panels) parallel those for'the full sample. If anything, in fact, college goals

actually are more valuable resources for these groups (compare metric coeffricients).

For senior year planners, however, 'plans are a good bit less cpn'sequential. For
4
/ example, intending to go to tollege increases the likelihooki of actually doing so

by only .42 when that intentioniis come upon during the last year of high school,

compared to .63 when it is formulated pribr to the tenth grade.8 Finally,
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attainMents ar even less responsive to goals for those students whose goa1s0

have a rather ephemeral character. For these youth:college plans increase the
- ,,

probability of attendanCe by only .4, and' their singular importance is hardly
,s

1
as impressive as n the other comparisuis. Thus, otir conclusions regarding both

the.relat(ve and abSolute importance,of motives for educacional attainment would

differ notably across these various student groups, whiCli ordinarily would

treated as homogeneous.
9

Although'conventional procedures for assessing goals ,sometimes may be

adequate, these results suggest that they are most likely to be so for students
4

whose plans firmed up relatively early in tfieir academic careers. In thjs case,
°-

, though,it would be quite mistaken to study educational goals as.an mitc0,111e of

high school, as typically is done. On the other hand, for studdhts' whose plans

are formulated much,closer to the4termination of high school, stated'intentions

appear to load on many considerations, most of whi,h are'far removed from the

researcher's intent. While in these insfinces it might m6ke sense to relate such

expressions to scnool experiences, we then encouhter 'substantial problems of

,interpretation, fdr we clearly are at risk in assuming that such data reflect

only, or even mainly, achievement dispositions with motivat4onal relevance.

Although none of this strikes us, in retroS.pect'bt least, as eqpecially sur-
,

prising, it nevertheless has rather sobering implications, for in practice we

have no idea how these patterns are represented 2J1 our data and, there.fore, how

to properly Interpret our results.

DISCUSS4ON

The preceding analyses imply, we believe, some rather serious deficiences

in conventional practices Tor evaluating social-psychological caontributions to

r) rl
1.1 4f
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educational and socioeconomic attainmelts. By implication, they as Well'make

suspect the conventional wisdom supposedly sustained by those prectfces. Al-

though these concerns apply most,immediately to schbol process modeling ir:I.the

tradition of that first advanced by Sewell and his colleagues (SeWell, Haller

and Portes, 1969; Sewell, Haller and Ohlendorf, 1970; Sewell and.Hauser,-1975),

they hardly are limited to this literature. Woelfel arid Haller, for example,

provide impressive claims for the_yirtues of educational and occupational aspir-

ations as dependent measures in research on attitude formation (1971:77):

"Levels of educational and occupational aspirations are

virtually ideal attitudes for this research, since they are

relatively stable, long range, important to the.individual

who holds them, virtually universal to the subject popula-

ction (high school students), .... and both are easily

measurable with instrumentyof known validity and relia-. .-
/

bility."

Each of these assertions,
10

however, is rendered suspect by our findings.

The plans of many students iaually are quite unstable; for others they are

seemingly-nonexistant, or, at least mkt sufficiently formulated to be elicited

adequately through conventional survey items.

Once stated, these reservations regarding the naive use and interpretation

of plans data hardq seem pro6und, in fact they border'on being self-evident.

14ow, then, could these deficiencies of procedure and/or conceptualization have

1gone unquestioned for so long? We'suspect that se ral factors have contributed

to .this circumstance.

%

.'s The initial Wisconsin formulaCion Of such social-psychological mechanisms

of educational and occupational, attainment afforded an elegant integration'of
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)

longstanding sociological concerns with:strudtural, interpersonal and subjective

influences in the -schooling proceSs. This was,nothing short of a theoretical tour

de force"disarmin'oy simPle yet remarkably encompassing ,,Unfortunately,.how-
'a

ever, the concepts of the framework did not receive the samethorough attention'
:

as diA the relationstips among ththil, and'emr.lcal assessments-of the perspec-

1

tive often have been tediously operlionalistip
11 i., 1

4 . 4
.

This, cdurse,,is hardly,. peCuliar to status attafnment research. To the...
..,

dortrary, this literaturetas been uncommionly self-reflettive and self-cOrrective.
.

., ,

Neverthelesis,, two,consider4tions probably have.combined to deflect attention frem

the sort of concerns raised *fi,thi's rOort. Tirst, the 'conclusions from this
1

literature4Cave been,entirely plausible and consistent with expeCtations, results

hardly likely to occasion excessive lintrOOection*Second, there is no readily.

available schema that'Nyht be drawn aon to refine either conceptualization 6r

instrumentation. A
4

Regarding conceptualization, Mischel (1973:275) has-characterized the dearth

of theoretical insight on such matters in personality psychology as 'follows:

a

"Although self-instructions and -intention 'statements are"

likely to be essentili,componepfs of an individual's plans...
4

-at present thesAttopics provide the largest void ana. the.

greatest challenge in personality psychblogy."i
0

In the absence of an explicit conceptualization of the nature of plans ar;c1

of their role n .the organization of behavior, it is Rot at all $urprising that
1

survey research on these and related' constructs (intentions, motives, am5ition,

etc.) should resort to crude indicators. While such practices are, we believe,

entirely defensible off pragmtic grounds, acceptingtheir necessity.does not *

imply license to ignore th0 eir implications.

C")i
<.
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In perhaps:the moSt th'orough theoretical treatment of plans currently

available, Miller,*Galanter and Prft;rafn (l960) characterize plans tq"oadly as'

"a rough sketch of some course,of action." Plans, they argue, 'are analogous

to computer.programs, in that they specify'a behavioral algorithm:. This imagery

immediately suggests some.of the complexities that dese6e attention in research
I. c . c.

,
.

on the relevanEe of plans for educational and socieconomic'attaimmenks, Is, for _

,
,

examine, the plan at issbe even,in the respondent's repertoire of.plans? We:

typically assume sb (see the quote from Moelfel and Haller), but perhaps-greaier

4

caution is in order. .Even,if the student possessc a' relevelt plan is s/he
,

executinij it? An unfxecuted plan, even if remarkably adept in its conceptioni

is by.definition ineffectual. Moreover, the plan.itself reveals little regard-

ing the value's and motives that might govern eityr its.execution or ,itstprioritY
v

-

among comp,Iiing plans. While it is beyond the scope of the present effort to
4

i!4 .. '
.

,

provide a comprehengv organization of Such Constructs, it should by now be

Ovidus how much is blurred over-in using simple statements of eduCational iftent

as though thy reve4led.riot only'.plan,-motive and value, but also their cognitive

organization.

Welppe ttfat the reservatims developed in this report regarding available

4

research dh social7psychWogical'Ontributiont.to-statps.attainment will stimu--,
,

late furtherIthought and ,study, for the jssues themselve's are critically important'

and ciserv.ing of the most rigorous as,sessmentpossible. Althoagh the fine-detail
. r

of what'such ari assessment might
. remains to be worked out, we'think

it clear that it will havO to draw much richer infOmation on,siudents'

411*intentions and ambition and attempt a much more eloborate conceptual organization

of those data The e,xistinq literature,is deficient on both these couAts.

C.
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FOOTNOTES

Tis figurejs,abojt,the extent of item non:response typically obtained

in surveys of students' occupatiOnal plans/goals -- usually un the order of

twenty to thiqy percent. Although such students ordinarily are set aside as
4,

missing data cases,,it may well 6e that their non-responses meanlnyfulp re-
r

fleet their level of career planning.

2. tn prelimjnary anayseS we also considered fullItime attendance as an

alternative criterion, but the results for it were practically identical to

those reported for "any attendance," and hence are not included in the tables

that follow.,

,

3, These figures, impressive as they are, likely underestimate the number of

students who are well informed regarding the likelihood that they will ,go to

college in th"at w have no information on the rejections received by stddents

who have-applied.

4. Of course, these NLS and ETS data differ in many respects and exact cor-

respondance is hardly-to be expected. In addition to differences in sampling

procedures and the cohorts represented, the N(..S dati are likely subject to

substantial errors of recall, while the successive reports of p'ans from which

the ETS item was constructed probably are differentially reliable. Additionally,

grade-referents are not identical and the NLS youth had available an "uncle-
,

cided"'option in the duration question.

5. Scajing plans simply according to their duration hardly exhausts all that

might be of interest in the patterning of students' answers to such questions

X



across their academic careers. In,fact, any one of our "duration" categories

ilikely subsumes important differences in how students came upon their specific

4 t

vintentions. Our prese concerns, however, do not require that we assess all

, possible response patterns, however worthwhile such an exercise might be for,

!
other purposes. Since our categories are themselves likely quite heterogeneous

in the meaning of the plans each subsumes, the differences they do reveal

.probrIbly underestimate the conceptual ambiguities in such .ilitentions data.

This suits our,present purposes quite adequar
4s I ,

pot all that cOuld be done on te matter.

n though it clearly is-

6. Almost 40 perceni of-the approximately 2600 students who indicated on the

duration- que-stion that they still were uncertain regarding their college plans

did.in facCskip the question specifically asking their level of expected
7-

educational attkiument.

7. A log-linear analysis of the five44x2x2 cross-classifications implied by

the rcws of Tablei 3 revealed consistently significant three-way interactions.

The x
2
val,ues for the models which fit all marginals ahd two-way interactions

range between 8.508 (for the ETS data on application status) and.252.75,(for

the NLS data on attendance): The saturated model, which adds the three-way

interaction, would exactly reproduce the observed cell entries, shrinking these

x

2
values to zero. With three degrees of freedom, the x

2
thus accounted for by

the three-way interaction would in each instance be signifidant at conventional

-levels. Substaniively, these results indicate that the relationship of plans

to these .other outcomes actually increases significantly as we move from more

recent° to'more longstanding intentions.



8. In reacting to an earper version of this paper, a reader remarked that such

. di fferences across duration categories may reflect strivily the c9rtainty rand/or_

i ntensi ty with whi ch pl ans are. hel d. Hence; "duration" may merely be a dimension
i . .

.of plans, akin to the ihtensity-direction distinction'common in attitude theory...\ i;

No doubt there is merit in this interpretation, which underscores the conceptual,
inadequacy of most wurk with simple plans respOnses. .At -1;e same time, however,

it does not provide a basis for distinguishing reports from Tthitions, or either;
\i

of these from either free associ ations or 'epiphenomen'a. We 1,4i l .1. return to the

need for a more cogent conceptual accorunting of planping and enactment in the

discussion.
,.,.

-.?
9 A great deal of additional analyses along these lines haVe been conducted but

are not reported owing to space limitattons. For both data sets, regressioni in
t, yok

which app-ication and acceptance statuses are the dependent variables hpe been \

.).xamined, as have runs in which educationalvlans tsel f is the criterion. The

general patterns and implications obtained here for college ob-.

id

served across all of these analyses, with plans being both more important and

more determined the more ongstanding they are.

Since the NLS and. ETS operational izations of duration are so di ssimi 1 ar, it is

unlikely that any, siwle mathod artifact accounts for this pattern. Even in the

ETS data, in fact, we are skeptical that differences across duration categories

reflect merely di ffering rel iabi 1 iti es of the various plans measurements , as a

reader of an earlier ,version of this paper has suggested. Plans of longer dura-

tion actually are moi e important, despi te thei r having been obtained initial ly

at earlier grade levels. Since it is reasonable, in general , to assume that the

reports of younger children will b,.? more error-laden than those of more mature

youth, grei..ter attenuation mi ght well e expected foi the effects of earl ier, not
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1 ater, reports. Al though we hope in 1 ater substanti ve work with these data to

give more formal consideratiOn to issues of indidator reliability.and stability,.

in terms of our immediate concerns we doubt that their nedlect here istoerious.
A

co.

.44

10. Woel fel and Haller's claim regarding reliability and validity of instru-*

mentation presumably is made with reference to their own procedures, which

indeed are more refined than most. Nevertheless, the questions we are raisi.ng

apply to all of the survey resparch on these issues with which We are familiar.

11. This criticism applies equally .1.D our own substantive work on these topics.

-(7
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j Table 1. Percentages Applying to CollejZ and Having Been Accepted by College

11

.at the Time of t*, NLS and ETS Senior Year Surveys

NLS ETS

For Total

Sample

For Those
Planning to
Go to College

£%

Applied 4 Accepted

46.8 41.3
(10720) /(10720) s.

73.1 64.54

(6642) (6642)

Applied Accepted

41.3 ' 14.0
. (3934)a (3934)

61.2
(2591)

20.8

(2591)

a
The ETS 'total N of 3934 represents 92 percent of all students who took
the seniorsp.lestionnaire.

1

7,)

14,

/d

1



Table 2. NLS and.ETS Distributions'on the Duration of Educational Plansk

NLS ETS N

Prior to 10th Grade

10th Or llth Grade

12th Gra'de

Still Undecided

'Sample N

42.8';,,

19.8

18.6

18.9

6000

2776

2610

2646

14032

By 7th Grade

By 9th Grade

By llth Grade

In 12th Grade

Sample N

51.2% 872'
-

14.2 241,

252

H
'19.8 337

b
170c

a
Here students are included only if they had valid data on all four educational
plans measures. Consistency was calculated backwards from.the trielfth grade to
place the student'in the proper category; see the text for procedures to group
students in these categories.

b
The 2232 persons included in Table 1 but not here were lost due to lack of data
on g als prior to the senior year. The N of 1702 reflects 78 perCent of all
stude took the BEQ in grades 7, 9, and 11 as well as.the senior questionnaire.
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-.Table 3. Relationships of Applicatidn, Acceptahce, and Attendance Statuses to Plans,
Grouped According to the Duratfon of Plans, for both NLS and, ETS Respondents

Pians Plant ta Plans Plans' 12y

Duratton of Plans . 7th Grade , 9th Grade , llth Grade 12th Grade

i

College Oriented College Oriented College Oriented 'Coll* Oriented,Type of Plan :

LAJ YES ' NO YES NO YES NO YES ,NO
. -J .

1E, % Apply tolCollege 76.7% 0.0% . 63.5% 2.3% 3 51.4% 0.7% 53.8% 6.8%
N (807) (65) (197) : (44) (107) (145) (117) (220)

01

01

1..1J

:X) Accepted by 32.2% 0.0% 25:'9% 2.3% 22.4%7 0.7% 14.5% 3.2%
Collegn N (807) .(65) (197) (44) (107) (145) (117) ('220)

Duration of Plans

Prior to

.10th Grade
In 10th or

llth Grade
In 12th

Grade
,.. Still

Undecided

Type of Plan v:

.
tA.

College Oriented
YES NO

College Oriented
YES NO

College Oriented
YES NO

A

College Oriented'

YES .NO

Apply to Collegf!

,, I.
% AccelAed by
College

% Attended
College

N.

N
L

82.8%
(4204)

75.0%
(4204)

89.3%

(4200)

,

6.3%
(814)

5.3%
(814)

11.9%
(_07)

72.8q,,

(1145)

623%
(1145)

78.4%
(1140)

4.8%
(967)

4.0t
(967)

11.7%
(9571_

.

53.2%
(853)

42.3%
(853)

60.9
(850)

3,8%
(1034)

3.1%
(1034)

14.4%
(1011)

,

,

18.2%

,(11-28)

11.2.5

(428)

44.0%
(4251

1.7%

(1193)

1.1%
(1193)

12.6%
Mil)

33 3 1
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Tz.:ile 4.' NLS Analysis of the Importance of Educational Plans for College Attendancf, Grouped According
to the Duration of Plansa

2 2,

R R

''Educational Acquis Fath Moth F4, Ed With No

.Ap- it si.Outcome Index Occ Ed Ed Race. Sex Apt Currt( 'Plans Plans Plt
Total Sample
(N=9659) r

Attend College .038* .038* .028

(.011) (.001) (.005)

%

.031* .046* -.005 .098* .157 .522*
,

.004) (.085). (-.005) (.002) (.156) (.536) .510
. \..i..

:329

Plans Prior
-to 10th Grade

Attend College .035* .037* .010 .027 .023* .009 '.071* .154* .550*

(.009) (.001) (.001) (.003) (.038) (.008) .001) t.142) .627) .503

Plans in 10th-
11th Grades .

(N=1900)

Attend College .034 .034 .027 .028 .0.0* -.010 .065* .116* .588*

(.010) (.001) (.005) (.004) (.124) (-.010) (.001) (.117) (.589) .495 .235

Plans in 12th
Grade (N=1659)

Attend College .033 .025 .067* .021 .045* -.017 .103* .687* 438*

. (.009) (.001) (.010) (.093) (.086) (-.017) (.,002) (.088) (.423) .295 .128

Y . .t

Still Unde-
cided (N=

,.......

i 1

1379)

Attend College .034 .035 -.003 .061 .066* -.040 .143* .110*: .262*

(.008) (.001) (-.000) (.006) (.084) .033) (.002) (.107) (.241) .1 73.- .111,8\

*Coeff cient greater than or equal to 1.96 times its standard error.
a
Staniardized coefficients; metric coefficients in parenthe5e5

:3 5
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